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Jamie Morris, Woodstream Writers
Jamie, the director of Woodstream Writers, is a veteran 

writing consultant, book-coach, and writing workshop leader. 
She has taught creative writing at Seminole Community 
College and The Knowledge Shop, and has mentored Peer 
Writing Consultants at the Rollins College Writing Center. A 
College Reading and Learning Association (CRLA)-certifi ed 
Master Level Writing Consultant, a repeat presenter for—
and member of— Florida Writers Association (FWA), and 
a graduate of the Rollins College Writing Program, Jamie is 
also Central Florida’s fi rst Amherst Writers & Artists (AWA)-
certifi ed affi liate and creative writing workshop leader.

Services Available: Coaching, Editing, Literary Critique

Woodstream Writers will evaluate the potential of a variety 
of elements of your fi rst draft or offer fi ne-tuning on your 
almost-fi nal draft. Whether you’re a fi rst-time writer or a 
professional, we can help you develop those aspects of your 
work—such as plot, character, dialogue, structure, organization 
and voice—that matter most to the ultimate success of your 
book.

Katie Purcell, Library Media Specialist
Katie has a bachelor of science degree in Journalism 

from University of Florida and has been a certifi ed teacher 
in Putnam County schools for twenty-fi ve years. For the last 
fi fteen years, she has been the library media specialist at 
Palatka High School.
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Thanks to:

Our Judges

Dan Wilson
Jamie Morris
Katie Purcell

Dan Wilson, Adjunct Instructor
Dan is the Dual Enrollment English/AP English and 

Psychology instructor for Crescent City High School and 
an Adjunct Instructor of English for Saint Johns River State 
College. He graduated from Florida Southern College with 
a bachelor of arts and from the University of Florida with 
a master of arts. He has published articles in the Western 
Literature Journal and MK Rawlings Newsletter and presented 
at Popular Culture Association conferences.
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fertile soil we have in this area, and use it to play up and honor 
our historical city to increase tourism.

Fruit trees are attractive and would improve the quality of 
life for the people who live here. Palatka has horrible crime 
rates, but offers few activities that people can feel passionately 
about.

Idle hands are the devil’s playground! Fruit trees would 
offer a productive pastime for the residents of Palatka. 
Maintaining and caring for trees may not sound too appealing 
at fi rst; however, when people put effort and love into these 
trees, it will be highly rewarding when they can see the 
tangible result of their care.

Palatka is not the “Gem” it once was, but if we come 
together as a community we can think of ways to improve 
and restore our once beautiful, thriving city. Planting 
fruit producing plants would be environmentally friendly, 
economically benefi cial and would improve the lives of the 
people who live here and is just one of many ways we can 
improve our city.
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would improve the quality of life in Palatka. Planting fruit trees 
would impact Palatka in many benefi cial ways.

First, fruit trees are environmentally friendly because 
they would increase wildlife, and reduce pollution. Native 
animal species would boom! By offering birds and other 
small animals shelter and alternative food sources, they would 
fl ourish and feed larger animals that live here. Fruit trees 
would strengthen and improve the food chain. All plants use 
carbon dioxide and expel oxygen as a secondary gas or waste 
product. Every other living thing does the opposite, needing 
oxygen and expelling carbon dioxide. Sadly, the two major 
employers in Palatka are carbon dioxide emitting monsters. 
Georgia Pacifi c and Seminole Electric are imperative to the 
economy, but hazardous to our beautiful city’s well-being. 
We can fi nd a balance between industry and nature through 
planting fruit bearing trees and shrubs. Plant life would also 
reduce greenhouse effects, which result from the concrete and 
asphalts that seem to carpet our city. Any way you look at it, 
trees and other plants, fruit bearing or not, are imperative to the 
environment.

Secondly, fruit trees would also improve the economy of 
Palatka by attracting tourists which would increase Palatka’s 
fi nancial stability. St Augustine’s economy is primarily 
based on tourism. People go there because it is beautiful and 
historical. Although Palatka is not as old or beautiful, we could 
still honor its heritage and improve tourism. St. Johns Avenue 
was originally named Lemon Street, because of lemon trees 
that were growing along-side it. That is the case with many 
streets named after fruits. It is typically because an orchard 
or grove was once present. We as Palatkans should utilize the 
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Even though her piece on planting fruit trees in Palatka 
doesn’t mention it, she felt the trees would be a way to feed 
the homeless. She had this idea long before she wrote about 
it. She was very compassionate about many things, and 
her heart broke for those who didn’t have a warm place to 
sleep or anything to eat, especially in a society with so much 
abundance and waste. She wouldn’t let me pass by a homeless 
person without giving them something to help–be it a couple of 
dollars, a piece of fruit, or whatever we had at the time.

Misty was a very loving and caring person without 
judgment or prejudice. Her stories have entertained me and 
enlightened me since she was in elementary school. She often 
wrote about trees; “The Giving Tree” and “The Tragic Life of 
a Tree” are among my favorites. The last line from her story 
“The Tragic Life of a Tree” is her epitaph: “A radiant voice 
from the sky calls to me.” Misty now resides in that heavenly 
realm or as she might say, paradise.

Ramicah Watkins

* * *

Palatka once was a very attractive city and referred to as 
the “Gem City.” Most families immigrated here just a few 
generations ago, not only for its practical location, but for 
its beauty, too. Back then Palatka was more than a concrete 
wasteland of empty parking lots; once, it was an ideal place 
to raise families. We could restore Palatka’s once attractive 
qualities. The sowing of fruit taming plants would not only 
be environmentally friendly and economically productive, it 
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Introducing
 the Ravine

The stories included in this collection are the result 
of the fi rst annual 2013 Azalea Ravine writing contest, in 
collaboration with the Florida Azalea Festival and Palatka 
Main Street.

The challenge was to write a story about the people, history 
and beauty of Putnam County with a limit of one thousand 
words. Prizes were awarded for fi rst, second and third place, as 
well as an honorable mention.

We have also included an essay written by Misty Watkins, 
submitted by her mother, Ramicah Watkins, in her memory.

2014 Writing Contest
For 2014, Read (Think) Books will offer the Azalea Ravine 

writing contest again in 2014. We will announce the writing 
contest format and subject for adults and a Flower Power 
Writing Challenge for children in the fall on our website, 
facebook page and by email. If you want to be on our email 
list, send us your email address to store@readthinkbooks.com. 
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In Memory:

Palatka Should 
Plant Fruit-

Bearing Trees

by Misty J. Watkins

Misty Watkins was born and raised in Palatka and lived 
nineteen short years in this realm. She appreciated the simple 
things in life the most; she loved the earth and all its fl ora and 
fauna. She felt Native Americans were God’s chosen people 
because they lived in a nearly perfect society only taking from 
the land what they needed. They shared abundance with their 
community, took care of each other, and worked together to 
survive using the trade and barter system. In Misty’s eyes, they 
had created a perfect world. 
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First Place:

 A Pioneer in 
Putnam

by Jack Owen

Long before the fi rst train whistle blew through the pine 
forests of Putnam County, disturbing the free-range cattle 
herds roaming the wilderness, abundant artesian water springs 
attracted settlers.

Many watering holes pocked the sandy ridges and 
prairies, sustaining abundant wildlife from alligators and 
deer to hummingbirds to eagles. Along with nature’s garbage 
collectors of foot and feather – coyotes to vultures. Most 
anything which hopped, loped, swam, fl ew or slithered awaited 
a smorgasbord of pioneers seeking sun, and sanctuary.

Folks were sometimes testy.
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Civil discourse was often tempered with reluctance to 
reveal too much about one’s past, to strangers. That changed 
when the railroad forged a path through the scrub-land, opening 
up the brush and forest-lands to homesteaders and refugees 
from wars far and wide.

Nothing went to waste. Tired sheets and blankets were 
sliced head to toe in the worn middle, and the edges sewn 
together. Clothing passed from oldest to youngest as regularly 
as the seasons, and the annual baby. And tin cans, a legacy 
of wartime provisions of armies on the move from Europe to 
America, became containers for many things including, tea-
cakes and muffi ns.

Those containers were not always cooperative with the 
cooks. No matter how much rendered fat or precious butter 
lubricated the inside of the can – seemed there was always a 
darkened chunk stuck at the base, where the soldered bottom 
and edge, met.

At church socials and family gatherings from weddings to 
wakes, pioneer families contributed their pot-luck donations. 
Tables were likely to be waist-high trestles topped by plain 
boards, with matching benches to accommodate extended 
families.

For the most part, kitchens were set up outside the home to 
avoid heat and risk of fi re for the mostly timber-built homes. 
Foraged lumber, and sometimes coal gathered along the 
railroad tracks, spilled from the train’s swaying engine and coal 
tender whose iron wheels squealed taking a bend or climbing a 
hill, could be found by the canny settlers.

No fancy controls adjusted the stove heat, even if the heart 
of the kitchen was a store-bought, cast-iron wood-burning 
range. More often, the stove would be an iron slab mounted on 
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was then involved in the fi rst Union occupation of Jacksonville 
on 12 March, helping land troops of the 4th New Hampshire 
Regiment, U.S. Army. The next day, Stevens and his ship made 
a probe up the St. Johns River to Palatka. In his 17 March 
report to Flag Offi cer S.F. DuPont, commanding the South 
Atlantic Blockading Squadron, he wrote:

Since my last communication I have made a 
reconnaissance [sic] as far as Palatka, and found no 
hostile demonstrations; on the contrary, he assurance I 
gave that we did I not come to molest peaceable citizens 
has had a good eff ect...

Stevens also found out that the famed racing schooner 
America was scuttled upriver in Dunn’s Creek. The boat had 
been purchased by an English citizen, after winning what 
became known as the “America’s Cup,” and turned into a 
blockade runner. She had recently made a successful run into 
Jacksonville, but when the U.S. Navy arrived and sealed off 
the river, her owner had the ship towed upriver and sunk. Navy 
personnel raised it a few days later, and she was turned into a 
Union Navy blockading vessel.

Thus, one of the fi rst direct experiences folks in Palatka 
had with the ongoing war was contact with Union forces 
represented by the US. Navy. For the remainder of the war, 
U.S. Navy gunboats were a constant presence as they patrolled 
the St. Johns River.

Naval offi cers and men had numerous interactions with 
Florida citizens living along the river, assuring them that they 
were there to protect lives and property. Their efforts went a 
long way to fostering good will towards the Union in northeast 
Florida.
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that many husbands, fathers, and sons had left  to join the 
Confederate Army.

Th en, someone looked out on the river that morning.
Steaming upstream towards the city, belching coal smoke 

from its funnel, was an imposing black-hulled warship fl ying 
the stars and stripes of the Union. The minutes of the Session 
of the First Presbyterian Church of Palatka indicate:

On March 14, 1862, the enemy entered Palatka...

In his diary on this same date, Confederate sympathizer and 
blockade runner Richard J. Adams recorded: 

Federal Gunboat arrived at Palatka at 8 1/2 am—I took 
to the woods.

The federal gunboat Captain Adams referred to was the 
USS Ottawa, under the command of Lieutenant Thomas 
Holdup Stevens, a veteran of twenty-fi ve years of service in 
the U.S. Navy. The Ottawa was one of the new Unadilla-class 
gunboats, nicknamed “90-day gunboats” because they were 
built so quickly. She was powered by both sail and a steam 
engine which drove a propeller beneath the stem of the ship. 
She was also formidably armed, with an XI (11) -inch Dahlgren 
gun, mounted “in pivot,” so it could fi re in any direction, a 20-
Ib rifl ed Parrott gun (also in pivot), and two 24-lb. smoothbore 
guns in broadside. The typical crew complement on these 
gunboats was about 80 offi cers, seamen, and marines.

On 3–4 March, Lieutenant Stevens and the Ottawa helped 
Union troops retake Fort Clinch and occupy the nearby Town 
of Fernandina, Florida. During this adventure, they were 
involved in a bizarre chase with a train departing Fernandina 
with Confederate supplies and fl eeing citizens. The Ottawa 
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three bricks or rocks, turned into a griddle, with maybe a hole 
in top to place a kettle upon.

It was at just such a function, the newly arrived Florida 
Southern railroad area agent, Charles Brush and his wife 
Elizabeth, made an impact on their far-fl ung neighbors in the 
growing community. Sometimes, because it nestled between 
so many bodies of water from fl ooded sink-holes to spring-fed 
lakes, it was known as Interlachen (German for ‘the-town-
between-the-lakes’). At other times Blue Pond, due to its 
proximity to the deep blue color of the lake which supplied 
water to the town, and the railway-engine boilers.

Mrs. Brush took a red and white checkered cloth-covered 
basket of exquisitely baked blueberry muffi ns to her social 
debut. Many an envious glance was cast at the honey-brown 
edges, with just a suggestion of purple-juice from dried 
blueberries, while the crown was darker and crisper. They were 
moist, yet crunchy, with a hint of vanilla and a soupçon of 
sugar, suggesting sweetness.

All other offerings were abandoned in favor of tasting a 
delicacy few had experienced, outside of a fi ne bakery.

“Aha,” Miss Mildred Matthews exclaimed. “These are not 
home-made. They were–shipped in!”

“Oh no,” tut-tutted church elders and pioneer traditionalists.
“We only bring our own home-cooked food to our soirees,” 

explained one dame, carefully corralling a crumb which 
hovered on the edge of her lip, with a delicate scoop of a bony 
lace-clad hand. 

“Oh dear. I was unaware...”
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“Yes, I’m sure you were, my dear. Never mind. Perhaps 
next time one of our resident ladies will assist in authenticating 
your efforts.”

“That’s awfully kind of you,” Mrs. Brush responded. “I do 
believe the ingredients supplied by Pastor Johnson’s feed-store 
are distributed evenly.”

Conversations faltered in an ever-widening circle from the 
verbal clash. Opposing cliques nodded agreement or shook 
their heads in opposition.

Miss Matthews faltered momentarily, unbalanced by a 
challenge to her authority. Her eyes darted to the last remaining 
muffi n, heading inexorably toward the open mouth of the 
black-suited 300-pound bulk of undertaker Clyde Miller.

“Stop, I say, stop!
All eyes focused on the gaping mouth, framed by a 

luxuriant salt and pepper beard. Many, having consumed their 
sample, gazed enviously at the morsel about to be devoured.

“You see,” screeched Miss Matthews. “Those edges are 
angled, not straight up and down like pioneer pots.”

In a blink, the evidence was enveloped and consumed with 
a fi rm clomp of teeth which could be heard throughout the 
gathering.

But not before all saw the obvious, sloping sides, of the 
commercially-shaped muffi n.

Miss Matthews snorted triumphantly, turning to face the 
upstart.

However, far from cowering in shame at being caught in 
such an obvious lie, Mrs. Brush beamed widely.
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Honorable Mention:

The Enemy 
Entered Palatka

by Rob Mattson

Palatka is a small town on the St. Johns River about forty 
miles south of Jacksonville, Florida. The name of the town 
comes from the Seminole-Creek language, meaning “ferry” or 
“crossing,” as the width of the river narrows substantially here, 
affording a place to cross more easily. In January 1861, Florida 
became the third state to secede from the United States and join 
other southern states to eventually form the Confederate States 
of America. And so began the American Civil War, also known
as the War Between the States.

For the citizens of Palatka, the morning of 14 March 1862 
(in the second year of the war) dawned uneventfully. Up to 
today, they had not directly felt the eff ects of the war, except 
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“Oh that’s the problem. Don’t worry yourselves, ladies. The 
pioneer pedigree of the pan is impeccable. It was gifted to me 
by Lady Hubbard, as a housewarming present.”

The chill in the air was positively palpable. Everyone who 
was anyone knew the recently departed widow of the late Lord 
William Hubbard. His family ties preceded all pioneers present. 
They were descended from landowners dating to Florida’s 
holding as a British Territory in 1763.

Daughters of the 1776 American Revolution, just formed 
in 1890, lingered in their lineage. A muffi n pan, from such a 
societal source, was akin to the Royal Crown Jewels. 

“Before she left, she gave me the location of the tinsmith 
they used. It is my intention to replace their family heirloom 
with a new pan or two. Perhaps I could add a few for you?” she 
posed innocently.

And that’s how Brush General Store got its fi rst order 
before it was even a built.

Maybe!
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“No, ma’am, it isn’t,” Dan answered. “It’s part of the fl ight 
suit pilots wear underneath their uniforms because it’s so cold 
up where they fl y.”

“And it reeks of kerosene. Did you clean a paint brush with 
this?”

“That’s aviation fuel. It smells like kerosene.”
Mrs. Jansen pursed her lips and returned the package. “You 

may pass it around, Dan.”
The plastic bag began its circuit, with each student 

examining the contents carefully.
“I had another piece of the suit, but I decided not to bring 

it,” Dan stated. “Burnt pieces of skin were stuck to it, and I 
thought it might make the girls puke.”

“Yuck!” Catherine exclaimed. She wrinkled her nose and 
stuck out her tongue.

“That will be quite enough, Dan,” Mrs. Jensen admonished.
“But I haven’t told you about the time I heard the Russian 

space probe hit the moon!”
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“Nope. I’m not showing it until class starts.”
Gary glanced around before leaning closer. “Do you really 

have it?”
“Yep,” Dan answered, taking a bite of the cafeteria’s fare 

for the day. “It’s in a plastic bag in my pocket.”
Gary slipped a cheese sandwich from his lunch bag. Wax 

paper crackled as he undid the wrapping. “I can’t wait to see 
Catherine’s face when she sees it.”

“Me neither,” Dan agreed.
The buzz of anticipation grew as Mrs. Jansen fi nished roll. 

Dan squirmed in his seat as his moment of presentation drew 
near.

“Today, Dan has agreed to show us the piece of the uniform 
from the Air Force pilot who crashed two days ago.” She stood 
and walked to the front of her desk. “The crash site’s offi cially 
closed while the Air Force investigates, but somehow, Dan was 
able to sneak in and collect a souvenir from the downed jet.” 

Dan’s seat creaked as he rose and shuffl ed to the front. 
His manner changed abruptly as he faced two dozen seventh 
graders. A smile formed as he pulled a clear plastic bag from 
his pants pocket. Inside, an irregular swatch of dark red 
corduroy, roughly three square inches of material resided. 
Blackened edges and scorch marks gave the corduroy an air of 
authenticity.

“This is part of the dead pilot’s uniform,” Dan began, “it 
was hanging on the cockpit when I got to the plane.”

“Let me see that.” Mrs. Jansen extended a hand.
Dan obediently handed it over and stood staring at his 

teacher.
“This doesn’t look like uniform material.”
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Second Place:

The Magic 
Forest

by Ann Marie Skordy

Have you ever heard the voice of nature? I mean, literally? 
There’s a place in Palatka, Florida, called The Ravine Gardens 
State Park and it’s so uniquely beautiful that every time I’m 
there I swear I can hear nature speaking to me.

Now, I’m not a religious person–spiritual, yes; religious, 
no. But I promise you, that when the early morning sun 
is fi ltering through the trees and it’s all kind of hazy and 
shimmery along the trails, I’ve never felt so close to God in my 
life. And as kooky as this may sound... it is truly magical.

If you’ve experienced the park yourself, then you know 
exactly what I’m talking about. If you’ve never been, I highly 
recommend it.
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* * *
THE MAGIC FOREST
Come inside and you will feel the magic that surrounds and 

saturates this place.
Every day is different here.
Things grow, things die.
Colors slowly change from green to brown then back to 

green.
The branches of the trees turn bare and it looks haunted.
The paths become littered with dead leaves that crunch 

beneath your feet.
The smell is earthy.
You can see spiders’ webs everywhere glittering in the sun.
They are beautiful.
The water lilies blossom in the pond and you can smell the 

sulfur, like rotten eggs, drifting up from the spring.
The little alligator that sunbathes on the shore comes and 

goes with the seasons, but the squirrels are always here,
I brought you here to remind you of how much you love 

nature and all the critters, and to hear your own voice and the 
voice of the forest.

Know that when you leave this place you can always return 
here in your mind, even if you are far away.

You can smell the smells, feel the air, trip over tree roots as 
you run huffi ng and puffi ng down the dirtpaths.

Think about the big owl and how he looked right at you and 
winked and about the white egret and the blue heron fi shing 
where the algae was so thick it looked like a layer of green ice.
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“Daniel Mack, you did not!” Catherine said. “You’re 
making it up, just like when you told about your heart being a 
different shape than everyone else’s.”

“Did so! It was still smoking, and my heart is a different 
shape. I just lost the x-rays so I can’t prove it.”

“Well, you can’t prove you saw the dead pilot, either.”
“Yes, I can. I snatched a part of his uniform before the Air 

Force got there, and it’s at home.”
Catherine raised her hand. “Mrs. Jansen.”
Annette Jansen, the seventh grade science teacher, looked 

up from grading papers. “Yes, Catherine.”
“Dan says he has part of the pilot’s uniform who crashed by 

Lake Swan.”
“Is that right, Dan?” Mrs. Jansen asked.
“Yes, ma’am,” Dan answered sheepishly.
“I think the whole class might like to see that. Would you 

mind bringing it in tomorrow?”
“Uh, sure.”

* * *
At lunch the next day, Gary dropped his sack on the table 

and slid into an empty seat beside Dan. The aroma of beef stew 
permeated the room as the lunch ladies ladled the main course 
onto plastic trays.

“Did you bring it?”
“Bring what?”
“You know, the piece of the guy’s uniform.”
Dan patted his pocket. “Got it right here.”
“Let me see,” Gary urged.
“You have to wait ‘til science like everyone else.”
“C’mon, Dan.”
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tongue. The following day, adults and kids alike gossiped about 
the disaster, at home and at school.

“It’s pure luck the jet didn’t crash into someone’s home!” 
Catherine exclaimed.

“I heard the pilot didn’t eject to make sure he didn’t kill 
anybody on the ground,” Gary answered. “That guy’s a hero.”

“You calling the guy that parachuted out a coward?” Dan 
challenged.

“No, ‘cause that’s what I would’ve done.”
“He landed in the lake just a little ways from my house,” 

Dan said, a faint smile fl itting across thin lips. His close-
cropped, brown hair revealed a pair of small bumps giving the 
back of his head the appearance of corners. Slightly longer hair 
above his forehead stood at attention, held in place by what 
was once called ‘greasy kid’s stuff.’ Dan was slender and a tad 
taller than the average seventh grader.

“Old man Richards ran his boat out and rescued him,” Dan 
added, “or he probably would’ve drowned.”

“Really?” Catherine asked. “I thought Air Force pilots wore 
life vests in case they crash in the water.”

“This guy’s didn’t work,” Dan replied, “so he would’ve 
drowned. And you know what else? I snuck out to where the jet 
crashed and watched them put out the fi re.”

“Wow!” Gary exclaimed. “Did the jet come close to your 
house?”

“Yeah, it crashed in the woods across the street.” Dan 
leaned in closer to his friends. “Before the Air Force guys got 
there, I sneaked over to the plane and saw the body.”
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Recall the little turtle with the beautiful shelly the otter and 
the raccoon, the psychedelic lizard with the bright neon stripes, 
and the snakes dodging your feet.

Remember the paths and the trees, the critters and the 
plants, the spring and the pond, and the steps you like to climb 
and you can walk here anytime.

* * *
I moved away a few months ago. I used to run in the park 

all the time and it was the best gym I’ve ever been to. I miss 
my special place and the peace and inspiration it gave me, but 
when I close my eyes I can see it clear as day and I feel like I 
never left.
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Third Place:

My Good Friend 
Dan

by G.A. Teske

Nothing had happened on this typical weekday afternoon 
until the fi ghter plane crashed. One pilot ejected, landing safely 
in Lake Swan, but the other rode the plane to the ground, dying 
in a fi ery crash. Flames swept through oak scrublands and slash 
pines bordering the western shore of the lake.

Screaming sirens rattled nearby windows as Melrose Fire 
Department scrambled its volunteers and raced east on State 
Road 26. Arriving at the scene minutes after the crash, they 
quickly contained the blaze.

In a quiet, out-of-the-way town, like Melrose, where local 
news usually consisted of Old Lady Samson’s mailbox getting 
nailed by a beer bottle, talk of a plane crash was on everyone’s 
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